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With the increasing demand of android phones these days, the hype for the android gaming seems
to have pace up all the more. People are indulging into gaming these days for pleasure to distract
themselves and to curb daily stress. These daysâ€™ people indulge more into indoor gaming. They
enjoy the vivid graphics designed by the gaming companies. There is a great variety of applications
and the wide range of games available these days to help people fight stress, some of the examples
of the most played and rated games are Temple Run, Ninja Chicken, Ice Age 4 and many other.

For some people, it is not just about gaming; it is about religion for some people. They follow games
religiously. Some people even use cheat codes to succeed. Cheat codes are used by people to
perform better. Cheat codes help score better and get better at the game. Some games like Call of
Duty gives a good sneak peek into the history. People get to know a lot about history, since people
nowadays are least bothered to know about history, what happened in their past and how they all
landed up where they are.

One of the games like Ice Age 4 Continental Drift is gaining popularity day by day. People are
switching from their usual games to games like Ice Age 4 Games. Since Ice Age 4 has graphics
which are unmatched, the quality of graphics so vivid that people just get all engrossed playing the
games like these.  Apart from the graphics, the sound system attached to the games and the way
the game is designed is purely based on the purpose of giving that relaxation.

Apart from all the plus points of these gaming apps there are a number of disadvantages of the
same. Children from small age group get involved in these get addicted to playing these and
creating those high scores that they donâ€™t pay attention to their studies. They divert more time to
gaming rather than studying what they should actually do in their age group. Also the adults indulge
in these groups way too much they; donâ€™t get much time to concentrate on other things. They donâ€™t
have social life anymore. So gaming is bane for some and boon for many.

All in all gaming is good for people and they enjoy getting into the grip of this new era of gaming. Ice
Age 4 is good choice to make; people should definitely go for it.
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